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1. HEADLINE CHANGES AND KEY POINTS TO NOTE 

The initial screens and choices have been simplified very significantly. We have omitted a lot 
of questions from the Activity Context screen, including Activity Type, one of the two 
“Development Type” questions (choice between Field/Terminal/Pipeline, leaving the 
Platform/FPSO/etc question), Category (i) and Category (ii), Field Status, Case, Base Project, 
Location, Activity Sanction Date and Field Equity Interests. In addition, almost all of the 
questions that were asked only for new fields or projects are no longer required. These relate 
to: Activity Sanction Date, Project Man-Hours, Project Stage, Reservoir Type, EOR Potential, 
Final Receiving Terminals, FDP Submission Timing and Status, Start-Up Date and First Year 
Production. 

We have also modified the way we request data on tariffs and shared costs so as to reduce 
very significantly the amount and detail of data that needs to be reported. For example, data 
on tariff rates and on which fields use which infrastructure no longer need to be reported. 

For the 2017 Survey, as with the mid-year update in July/August 2017, terminals and major 
trunk pipelines [simplified below to just “pipelines”] have been included in their own sub-
section(s) of the Activity section alongside fields rather than in a Corporate sub-section. We 
have separated pipelines from terminals and are requesting data to be entered separately for 
each wherever possible while avoiding double-counting of costs and income. 

The probability of proceeding now determines whether a field/terminal/pipeline/project is 
sanctioned, probable or possible, avoiding the previous two-stage process. A zero probability 
can now be entered to indicate cancellation of a previously reported activity. 

For each field (and each terminal/pipeline), we need data entered separately for a base case 
and for any incremental projects, each with their own probabilities of proceeding. 

Each field/terminal/pipeline must have a base case. For fields in production and existing 
terminals/pipelines, there is now no requirement for a hypothetical “NFI” (no further 
investment case) distinct from the sanctioned investment base case. 

An incremental project might be recently approved and have a 100% probability of 
proceeding but, if so, it could be incorporated into the sanctioned base (as, for example, in a 
producing field). 

The expected year of Cessation of Production (“CoP date”) is now a mandatory entry for each 
activity. For terminals/pipelines, “CoP date” should be interpreted as the expected last year 
of operation of the terminal/pipeline. 

Decommissioning costs that are tied to the expected CoP date rather than to a fixed year 
should be located relative to that date, as reported on the relevant screen. Previously, such 
costs were entered relative to year zero, namely the year CoP was expected. 

Conversion factors are now required for all sales streams. These should be entered on the 
screen where those sales streams are entered. 
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Costs and production for incremental activities can be entered as negative, for example if they 
defer production or reduce/move costs. 

In response to feedback received, we have rearranged some screens and merged a few so 
that more data can be copied and pasted in one go; data entry direct from spreadsheet is still 
not supported. 

Actual/forecast monthly sales rates for 2017 and 2018 need to be reported on a separate 
screen with annual rates being calculated by the system and reported on the subsequent 
screen where annual sales rates are entered. Gas sales rates need to be entered but, as a 
cross-check, the rates implied by other data (production, fuel, flare etc) are reported 
alongside. 

Product prices are now requested only for 2016 and 2017. 

For terminals/pipelines, we are now requesting data on capacity rather than spare capacity. 
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2. GENERAL GUIDANCE 

In the column headings on the data entry screens, M = thousand, MM = million, scf = standard 
cubic feet (of gas, at standard temperature and pressure). 

Please enter actual/estimated outturn values for 2016 and 2017 with forecasts for future 
years. 

All data should be in gross (i.e. 100%) terms. 

All sterling amounts should be in 2017 prices (except amounts for 2016 which should be 
actuals). 

Costs should cover only cash costs i.e. they should not include any costs – such as corporate 
overhead costs, general administrative costs or financing costs – that cannot be attributed 
directly to a specific asset (or group of assets). 

On each screen, if any data are entered for a year (or month) then data have to be entered 
for all other columns for that year (or month) so please enter “0” for any zero values. 

Please note that data validation checks will no longer prevent submission when figures with 
precision greater than 2 decimal places are entered into tables 

2.1 Fields 

Actual/forecast data are required for all operated fields and discoveries with any probability 
of being developed. Forecast data are required for both probable and possible incremental 
projects. 

Data are required separately for each field. There should be no overlap of scope between 
activities (e.g. shared costs should be allocated). 

Incremental projects that have substantially the same scope as reported last year should 
retain the same name. 

Data for transboundary fields should cover only the UK share. 

Although we require an estimated year of cessation of production (“CoP date”), we are 
requesting “technical” operating cost and production profiles that are not truncated at the 
CoP date. 

Note that there are two “tabs” for both sales (monthly for 2018 and 2019, annual for other 
years) and costs (capex and opex). Conversion factors are required only if there is a reported 
sale of the relevant hydrocarbon stream in any year. 

The data entry screens for fields are illustrated below: 
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Opening Page 
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Production Volumes Page 
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Sales Volumes Pages 
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Costs Pages 
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OPEX definitions: 

Wells – Operating costs related to the operation of a well such as well workovers, chemicals etc. 

Facilities– Operating costs related to the operation of a facility such as fuel, manpower, maintenance etc 

Other OPEX – Operating costs not directly attributed to Wells and Facilities e.g. insurance costs 
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Income Page 
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Decommissioning Page 
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2.2 Terminals and Pipelines 

Opening Page 

 

Data are required separately for each terminal and pipeline. There should be no overlap of scope between activities (e.g. shared costs should 
be allocated) with no double-counting of costs and income. 

The data entry screens for terminals/pipelines are illustrated below: 
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Throughput & Capacity Page 
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Income Page 
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Costs & Decommissioning page 

 


